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1.0

Summary

Part 1.0 of the contributions plan presents an overview, a summary of the contribution rates,
and notes on how to calculate a contribution.

1.1

Plan overview

The Cumbalum Urban Release Area is situated north west of the town of Ballina. That part of
the release area known as Precinct A is situated between the Pacific Highway to the west,
Cumbalum Urban Release Area Precinct B to the north, and Ballina Heights Estate to the south.
At the time this contributions plan was prepared the Cumbalum Urban Release Area Precinct A
(hereafter referred to as CURA-A) had a rural character. CURA-A land has recently been
rezoned to allow, with consent, residential development. Ultimately, CURA-A is likely to
accommodate about 820 new residential dwellings.
Infrastructure will need to be provided to support the future urban development in CURA-A,
including Local Infrastructure that is the traditional responsibility of the local council (i.e. Ballina
Shire Council). Local Infrastructure includes roads and intersections, open space and recreation
facilities, and community facilities.
In keeping with Ballina Shire Council’s practice in ‘greenfield’ development areas, the cost of the
new Local Infrastructure that is required by new development will be met by developers of land
making contributions of land, works and money to the Council. These contributions are called
Local Infrastructure Contributions, or ‘section 94’ contributions after the relevant section of the
Environmental Planning and Assessment Act that authorises them.
Generally, section 94 contributions can only be required from developers of land if there is a
contributions plan in place.
In addition to providing consent authorities with the legal means of requiring contributions from
CURA-A developments, this contributions plan:



Contains schedules and location maps of the Local Infrastructure land and works with a
total value (in 2014 dollars) of $10.7 million.



Contains a schedule of contribution rates for various classes of developments, and details
of how those rates were calculated.



Includes various policies on how and when developers can settle their contributions
obligations, including opportunities for developers to provide land and works ‘in kind’.



Provides specific advice on the role of Accredited Certifiers in Local Infrastructure
Contributions.



Covers various other matters related to the fair and transparent administration of Local
Infrastructure Contributions.
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1.2

Summary of contribution rates

Table 1.1
Summary of contribution rates for Residential Accommodation
development

Local Infrastructure item

Cost to be met by
CURA-A development

Playing Fields and Courts
Land acquisition
Works
Sub total
District Parks
Land acquisition
Works
Sub total
Community Facilities
Land acquisition
Works
Sub total
Road works
Land acquisition
Works
Sub total
Pacific Highway road works
Works
Sub total
Total

Contribution per
subdivided lot or
dwelling house or
dual occupancy
dwelling

$72,000
$4,940,411
$5,012,411

$88
$6,025
$6,113

$715,000
$1,760,519
$2,475,519

$872
$2,147
$3,019

$71,500
$1,048,800
$1,120,300

$87
$1,279
$1,366

$13,500
$1,870,896
$1,884,396

$16
$2,282
$2,298

$218,000
$218,000

$266
$266

$10,710,625

$13,062

The formula for deriving the above contribution rates is shown in clause 3.6 of this plan.
The contribution rates are accurate at the date that this plan commenced. Rates are regularly
adjusted for inflation in accordance with the provisions of clause 2.14 of this plan. Applicants
should inquire at the Council for information on the latest contribution rates.
The contribution applicable to development other than the types of Residential Accommodation
development identified in Table 1.1 will be assessed based on the particular circumstances of
the case – refer to clause 1.3.2 of this plan.
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1.3

Calculating a monetary contribution under this plan

1.3.1 Residential Accommodation
The monetary contribution applicable under this contributions plan for any development in
CURA-A is calculated by MULTIPLYING the contribution rate by the number of residential
allotments or dwellings proposed, LESS the amount attributable to the infrastructure demand
generated by any existing or approved development.
For example, an existing allotment that contains an existing dwelling house is proposed to be
subdivided into 20 residential allotments that will be each capable of accommodating a single
dwelling house.
The monetary contribution for this development under this plan would be calculated as follows:
20 new allotments X standard contribution rate per lot ($13,062)
LESS
1 existing allotment X standard contribution rate per lot ($13,062)
=

$261,240 - $13,062

=

$248,178

Note that the above example shows a contribution under this plan only. Other contributions
plans adopted by the Council may apply to a development in CURA-A.
In any particular case, the total monetary contribution for any CURA-A residential development
calculated under this and other contributions plans administered by the Council shall not exceed
$30,000 per lot or dwelling. Refer to clause 2.10 for particulars.

1.3.2 Development other than Residential Accommodation listed in Table 1.1
This Plan is predicated on the assumption that the demand for Local Infrastructure will be
derived from the residential development that is anticipated in CURA-A. At the time this plan
was prepared that development was anticipated to be the equivalent of 820 detached dwelling
houses.
The relevant environmental planning instrument applying to CURA-A however permits a range
of development with consent apart from Residential Accommodation.
There may therefore be developments in CURA-A that would require the provision of or
increase the demand for Local Infrastructure, and for which it would be reasonable to levy a
Local Infrastructure Contribution under this contributions plan, but the developments are not
specifically listed in the contribution rates in Table 1.1 of this Plan.
In these circumstances, the Consent Authority will impose a reasonable monetary section 94
contribution on such development. Council will take into account the equivalent demand for
Local Infrastructure generated by the particular development compared to dwelling house
Residential Accommodation development.
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2.0

Administration and operation of this plan

This Part of the contributions plan describes administration and operational matters associated
with the plan, including the area affected by the plan, the types of development to be levied
under the plan, the different types of contributions that may be required from development,
matters regarding the settlement contributions, etc.

2.1

Name of plan

This contributions plan is called the Cumbalum Urban Release Area Precinct A Contributions
Plan 2015.

2.2

Definitions

In this contributions plan, the following words and phrases have the following meanings:
Accredited Certifier has the same meaning as in the EP&A Act.
Attributable cost means the estimate cost for each item in the works schedules included in this
contributions plan, which may differ from the final actual cost of the item. It will be the value
used in determining the amount of any offset of monetary contributions as a result of any worksin-kind proposal.
Complying Development has the same meaning as in the EP&A Act.
Complying Development Certificate has the same meaning as in the EP&A Act.
Consent Authority has the same meaning as in the EP&A Act but also includes an Accredited
Certifier responsible for issuing a Complying Development Certificate.
Consumer Price Index means the Consumer Price Index (All Groups Index) for Sydney as
published by the Australian Statistician.
Council means Ballina Shire Council.
CURA-A means the land known as Cumbalum Urban Release Area Precinct A, as shown in
Figure 2.1 of this contributions plan.
CURA-B means the land known as Cumbalum Urban Release Area Precinct B.
DA means a development application defined in the EP&A Act.
DCP means the Ballina Shire Combined Development Control Plan; Chapter 3.
DP&E mans the NSW Department of Planning and Environment
Development Consent has the same meaning as in the EP&A Act.
EP&A Act means the Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979.
EP&A Regulation means the Environmental Planning and Assessment Regulation 2000.
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IDP means the Cumbalum Urban Release Area Infrastructure Delivery Plan, prepared by GHD
and Ballina Shire Council and dated June 2011
LGA means local government area.
Local Infrastructure means public amenities and public services that are traditionally the
responsibility of local government, excluding water supply or sewerage services.
Local Infrastructure Contribution is a contribution imposed on a Development Consent by a
Consent Authority under section 94 of the EP&A Act.
Minister means the Minister for Planning.
Residential Accommodation has the same meaning as in Ballina Local Environmental Plan
2012.
Planning Agreement means a voluntary planning agreement referred to in section 93F of the
EP&A Act.
Work-in-kind means the undertaking of a work or part of a work or provision of a facility by any
person entitled to act on a Development Consent which is work or facility nominated in the
works schedule of a contributions plan.
Works schedule means the schedule of the specific public facilities for which contributions may
be required, and the likely timing of provision of those public facilities based on projected rates
of development, the collection of development contributions and the availability of funds from
supplementary sources, as set out in Appendix A of this contributions plan.

2.3

Purposes of plan

The primary purpose of the contributions plan is to authorise:



the Council, when granting consent to an application to carry out development in CURA-A;
or



an Accredited Certifier, when issuing a Complying Development Certificate for
development in CURA-A,

to require a section 94 contribution to be made towards:



the provision, extension or augmentation of Local Infrastructure where the development is
likely to require the provision of or increase the demand for Local Infrastructure; and



the recoupment of the previous costs incurred by Council in providing existing Local
Infrastructure that benefits the development.

Other purposes of the contributions plan are:



to provide the framework for the efficient and equitable determination, collection and
management of development contributions toward the provision of Local Infrastructure
generated by development in CURA-A; and



to ensure that the existing community is not unreasonably burdened by the provision of
Local Infrastructure that is required as a result of CURA-A development; and



to guide the Council in being publicly and financially accountable in its assessment and
administration of the contributions plan; and
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2.4

to ensure Council’s management of CURA-A development contributions complies with
relevant legislation and practice notes.

Commencement of plan

This contributions plan commences on the date on which public notice was given under clause
31(2) of the EP&A Regulation or the date specified in that notice if it is a different date.
This contributions plan applies to all Development Applications received and applications for
Complying Development Certificates made on or after that date. Applications received, made or
determined prior to that date will be assessed against the contributions plan or plans in force at
the time.

2.5

Land to which this plan applies

This contributions plan applies to the land described as ‘Cumbalum Views’ shown in Figure 2.1.

Ballina

Figure 2.1

Land to which contributions plan applies
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2.6

Development to which this plan applies

Except as provided for by clause 2.7, this contributions plan applies to Residential
Accommodation development and any other development that in the Consent Authority’s
opinion is likely to require the provision of or increase the demand for Local Infrastructure
identified in this contributions plan.

2.7

Development exempted from contributions under this plan

The following developments or components of developments are exempted from the
requirement to make a contribution under this plan:



Development for drainage, utility, open space or community facilities purposes to be
provided by State Government or the Council.



Development exempted from contributions by a direction of the Minister pursuant to section
94E of the EP&A Act, current at the time of assessment of the Development Application
(The direction will provide the terms of its applicability). Copies of current Directions are
available to download from the DP&E website.

2.8

Relationship to other contributions plans

Nothing in this contributions plan affects the operation and application of any other contributions
plans that apply to land in the Shire of Ballina.
It should be noted that CURA-A development, in addition to the facilities identified in this
contributions plan, will generate a demand for:



Shire-wide roads facilities. At the time of preparing this contributions plan, contributions for
these facilities are addressed by the Ballina Shire Roads Contributions Plan 2010.



Regional recreation facilities. At the time of preparing this contributions plan, contributions
for these facilities are addressed by the Ballina Shire Contributions Plan 2008.

Clause 2.22 of this contributions plan contains a transitional provision consequent upon the
making of this plan.

2.9

Monetary contributions may be required as a condition of consent

This contributions plan authorises Council or an Accredited Certifier, when determining an
application for development or an application for a Complying Development Certificate relating
to development to which this contributions plan applies, and subject to other provisions of this
plan, to impose a condition requiring the payment of a section 94 monetary contribution.
Accredited Certifiers should also refer to clause 2.12 of this contributions plan as to their
obligations in assessing and determining applications subject to section 94 contributions
authorised by this contributions plan.

2.10 Cap on residential monetary contributions
At the time this contributions plan was prepared the Minister for Planning had issued a Direction
to Council capping the section 94 contributions imposed on a DA for residential development in
the Cumbalum Urban Release Area to $30,000 per lot or dwelling.
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The Direction applies to planning panels and Accredited Certifiers in the same way that it
applies to Council.
This contributions plan is consistent with the Minister’s Direction in that it authorises section 94
contributions on residential development that are under the cap. However, by virtue of the other
contributions plans that apply (refer to clause 2.8), the total combined section 94 contribution
authorised by the plans could exceed $30,000 for an individual development.
In these cases the Consent Authority shall impose on the DA consent a monetary contribution
totalling $30,000 per lot or dwelling.

2.11 Dedication of land free of cost may be required as a condition of
consent
This contributions plan authorises the Consent Authority, other than an Accredited Certifier,
when granting consent to an application to carry out development to which this contributions
plan applies, to impose a condition under section 94(1) of the EP&A Act requiring the dedication
of land free of cost to Council.
Wherever land required under this contributions plan for Local Infrastructure is situated within a
development site, the Consent Authority will generally require the developer of that land to
dedicate the land required under this plan free of cost.
The value of this land will be taken into account in determining the total development
contributions required by the development under this plan. The value of the land to be dedicated
free of cost will be the market value of the land determined in accordance with the Land
Acquisition (Just Terms) Compensation Act 1991.

2.12 Other contributions to be taken into account
The purpose of this clause is to describe Council’s policy in implementing section 94(6) of the
EP&A Act.
Council, in proposing to impose a requirement for a contribution under this plan, will take into
consideration any land, money or other material public benefit that the applicant has elsewhere
dedicated or provided free of cost within the area (or any adjoining area) or previously paid to
the Consent Authority, other than:



a benefit provided as a condition of the grant of development consent under the EP&A Act,
or



a benefit excluded from consideration by a Planning Agreement.

In order for Council to consider the previous benefits made by the applicant, details must be
submitted at the time of the Development Application.
A reduction in the contribution requirement under this plan may be considered where it can be
demonstrated by the applicant that:



the benefit was not required to be provided under a condition of consent or under a
Planning Agreement entered into with Council; and



the consequent reduction in contribution would not adversely affect the plan’s cash flow or
prejudice the continued implementation of the works schedule included in this plan; and
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the land, money or other material public benefit previously provided either continues to
provide an ongoing benefit to the community, or offsets some of the need for Local
Infrastructure identified in this plan.

2.13 Obligations of Accredited Certifiers
2.13.1 Complying Development Certificates
This contributions plan requires that, in relation to an application made to an Accredited Certifier
for a Complying Development Certificate:



the accredited certifier must, if a Complying Development Certificate is issued, impose a
condition requiring a monetary contribution, if such a contribution is authorised by this plan;



the amount of the monetary contribution that the Accredited Certifier must so impose is the
amount determined in accordance with this clause; and



the terms of the condition be in accordance with this clause.

Procedure for determining the amount of the section 94 monetary contribution
1.

If, and only if specified in writing in the application for a Complying Development
Certificate, the applicant has requested a credit under section 94(6) of the EP&A Act or an
exemption for part or the whole of the development under clause 2.7 of this contributions
plan, the Accredited Certifier must:
(a) make a request in writing to the Council for the Council’s advice on whether the
request is granted, or the extent to which it is granted; and
(b) in calculating the monetary contribution, comply with the Council’s written advice or if
no such advice has been received prior to the granting of the Complying Development
Certificate, refuse the applicant’s request.

2.

Determine the unadjusted contributions in accordance with this plan taking into account
any exempt development specified in clause 2.8 and any advice issued by the Council
under paragraph 1(b) above.

3.

Adjust the calculated contribution in accordance with clause 2.14 to reflect the indexed cost
of the provision of infrastructure.

4.

Subtract any credit advised by the Council under paragraph 1(b).

Terms of a section 94 condition
The terms of the condition required by this clause are as follows:
Contribution
The developer must make a monetary contribution to Ballina Shire Council in the
amount of $ [insert amount] for the purposes of the Cumbalum Urban Release Area
Precinct A Contributions Plan 2015.
Indexation
The monetary contribution must be indexed between the date of this certificate and the
date of payment in accordance with the following formula:
9 March 2015
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$CC

X

CPIP

CPIC
Where:
$CC is the contribution amount shown in this certificate expressed in dollars.
CPIP is the Consumer Price Index (All Groups Index) for Sydney as published by the
Australian Statistician at the time of the payment of the contribution.
CPIC is the Consumer Price Index (All Groups Index) for Sydney as published by the
Australian Statistician which applied at the time of the issue of this certificate.
Note: The contribution payable will not be less than the contribution specified in this
certificate.
Time for payment
The contribution must be paid prior to any work authorised by this Complying
Development Certificate commences, as required by clause 136L of the Environmental
Planning and Assessment Regulation 2000.
Deferred payments of contributions will not be accepted.
Works in kind agreement
This condition does not need to be complied with to the extent specified in a works in
kind agreement between the developer and the Council as allowed by Cumbalum
Urban Release Area Precinct A Contributions Plan 2015.

2.13.2 Construction Certificates
It is the responsibility of an Accredited Certifier issuing a Construction Certificate for building
work or subdivision work to ensure that each condition requiring the payment of a monetary
contribution before work is carried out has been complied with in accordance with the
Complying Development Certificate.
The Accredited Certifier must ensure that the applicant provides a receipt (or receipts)
confirming that contributions have been fully paid and copies of such receipts must be included
with copies of the certified plans provided to the Council in accordance with clause 142(2) of the
EP&A Regulation. Failure to follow this procedure may render such a certificate invalid and
expose the certifier to legal action.
The only exceptions to the requirement are where a work in kind, material public benefit,
dedication of land and/or deferred payment arrangement has been agreed by the consent
authority. In such cases the Council will issue a letter confirming that an alternative payment
method has been agreed with the applicant.
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2.14 Indexation of contribution rates
The purpose of this clause is to ensure that the monetary contribution rates imposed at the time
of development consent are adjusted to reflect the indexed cost of the provision of infrastructure
included in this plan.
In accordance with clause 32(3)(b) of the EP&A Regulation, Council may, without the necessity
of preparing a new or amending contributions plan, make changes to the section 94 contribution
rates set out in this plan to reflect quarterly or annual variations to the Consumer Price Index
(All Groups Index) for Sydney as provided by the Australian Bureau of Statistics.
The contribution rates will be indexed as follows:
$CA x Current CPI
Base CPI
Where:
$CA

is the contribution rate for works schedule items at the time of adoption of the
plan expressed in dollars;

Current CPI

is the Consumer Price Index (All Groups Index) for Sydney as published by the
Australian Statistician at the time of the review of the contribution rate; and

Base CPI

is the Consumer Price Index (All Groups Index) for Sydney as published by the
Australian Statistician at the date of adoption of this plan.

Note: The contribution rate will not be less than the contribution rate specified at the date of the adoption of this plan.

2.15 Indexation of contributions required by a condition imposed under
this plan
The purpose of this clause is to ensure that the monetary contributions imposed on
developments at the time of consent are adjusted at the time of payment to reflect the indexed
cost of the provision of infrastructure included in this plan.
A contribution required by a condition of Development Consent imposed in accordance with this
plan will be indexed between the date of the grant of the consent and the date on which the
contribution is made as follows.
The total contribution for all works schedule items at the time of payment is determined by the
following formula:
$CC

X

CPIP

CPIC
Where:
$CC

is the contribution amount shown in this certificate expressed in dollars;

CPIP

is the Consumer Price Index (All Groups Index) for Sydney as published by the
Australian Statistician at the time of the payment of the contribution; and
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CPIC

is the Consumer Price Index (All Groups Index) for Sydney as published by the
Australian Statistician which applied at the time of the issue of the Development
Consent.

Note: The contribution payable will not be less than the contribution specified in this certificate.

2.16 Timing of payment of contributions
A contribution must be paid to the Council at the time specified in the condition that imposes the
contribution.
Council’s requirements in relation to the timing of payments of monetary contributions required
under this contributions plan are as follows:



For development involving subdivision – the contribution must be paid prior to the release
of the subdivision certificate (linen plan), strata plan or a strata plan of subdivision within
the meaning of the Strata Schemes (Freehold Development) Act 1973 or the Strata
Schemes (Leasehold Development) Act 1986;



For development not involving subdivision, but where a Construction Certificate is required,
the contribution must be paid prior to the release of the Construction Certificate; and



For other development, the contribution must be paid prior to the commencement of the
use or occupation of premises.

Regardless of the above, for contributions in respect to any works authorised under a
Complying Development Certificate, the contributions must be paid prior to any work authorised
by that certificate commences, as required by clause 136L of the EP&A Regulation.

2.17 Policy on deferred or periodic payments
The Council will generally not accept deferred or periodic payment of contributions. However,
Council may consider an application under section 96 of the EP&A Act to modify the condition
to provide for the deferred or periodic payment of the contribution where:



compliance with the provisions relating to when contributions are payable is unreasonable
or unnecessary in the circumstances of the case;



deferred or periodic payment will not prejudice the timing or the manner of the provision of
the services or facilities for which the contribution is required as outlined in the works
program;



where the applicant intends to make a contribution by way of a Planning Agreement, works
in kind or land dedication in lieu of a cash contribution and Council and the applicant have
a legally binding agreement for the provision of the works or land dedication; and



there are circumstances justifying the deferred or periodic payment of the contribution.

The decision to accept a deferred or periodic payment is at the sole discretion of the Council.
In the event Council decides to accept the deferred or periodic payment of contributions, the
applicant may be required to provide a bank guarantee by an Australian bank or recognised
financial institution for the full amount of the contribution or outstanding balance on condition
that:



the bank's guarantee by a bank for the amount of the total contribution, or the amount of
the outstanding contribution, plus an amount equal to thirteen (13) months interest plus any
charges associated with establishing or operating the bank security;
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the bank unconditionally pay the guaranteed sum to the Council if the Council so demands
in writing not earlier than 12 months from the provision of the guarantee or completion of
the works;



the bank must pay the guaranteed sum without reference to the applicant or landowner or
other person who provided the guarantee, and without regard to any dispute, controversy,
issue or other matter relating to the development consent or the carrying out of
development;



the banks obligations are discharged when payment to the Council is made in accordance
with this guarantee or when Council notifies the bank in writing that the guarantee is no
longer required; and



where a bank guarantee has been deposited with Council, the guarantee shall not be
cancelled until such time as the original contribution and accrued interest are paid in
accordance to the 90 day bank bill rate.

2.18 Reassessment of contributions
Council may consider an application for the reassessment of a section 94 contribution imposed
under this contributions plan. This may result in the contribution being reduced or waived or
modified.
Where a condition of Development Consent has already been imposed requiring the payment of
a contribution, the applicant will need to lodge an application to review the consent in
accordance with section 82A of the EP&A Act.
The request shall be in writing and provide sufficient information to satisfy Council of the
inappropriate nature of the contribution and the implications to Council of reducing or waiving
the contribution in the particular circumstances.
The instances in which Council may consider a reassessment may include the following:



The applicant is a registered charity, church, hospital or community organisation;



The development satisfies a broader planning objective and the achievement of which is
considered by Council to be of greater importance or priority than making a contribution;



Where it is considered that the contribution is unreasonable; or



The application involves the development of a heritage item.

This plan expressly authorises the Council to reassess and modify a section 94 contribution so
that it is reasonable in the particular circumstances of the case.

2.19 Works-in-kind and other material public benefits
This clause applies to development, or proposed development, on land subject to a section 94
contribution under this plan. A person may make an offer to the Council to carry out works or
provide another kind of material public benefit or dedicate land, in lieu of making a section 94
contribution in accordance with a condition imposed under this plan, in the terms described
below.
The Council may accept an offer by the applicant to make a contribution by way of works-in-kind
(defined as an item in the works schedule to this plan), or another type of material public benefit
(defined as anything that is not included in the works schedule to this plan), or the dedication of
land as referred to in the EP&A Regulation.
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The decision will be at the discretion of Council.

2.19.1 Matters for Council’s consideration
Factors that Council will take into consideration in making its decision will include the following:



The value of the works and/or dedication of land is at least equal to the value of the
contribution that would otherwise be required under this plan.



The standard and timing of delivery of, and security arrangements applying to, the works
the subject of the offer are to Council's satisfaction.



Whether the acceptance of the works and/or dedication of land will prejudice the timing or
the manner of the provision of public facilities included in the works program of this plan.



The extent to which works and/or dedication of land satisfies a demonstrated community
need.



The extent to which the works and/or dedication of land satisfies the purpose for which the
contribution was sought.



The conditions applying to the transfer of the asset to the Council are to Council's
satisfaction.



The financial implications for cash flow and the continued implementation of the works
schedule included in this plan (including whether Council would need to make up for any
shortfall in contributions by its acceptance of the offer).



The overall benefit of the proposal.

2.19.2 Agreements
Council will require the applicant to enter into a written agreement for the provision of the works
prior to the commencement of works or the development.
Works-in-kind and material public benefit agreements shall be made between the Council and
the developer and (if the developer is not the land owner) the land owner.
Agreements shall specify (as a minimum) the works the subject of the offer, the value of those
works, the relationship between those works and this plan, the program for delivering the works.
Where an offer is made prior to the issue of Development Consent, the offer may be in the form
of a Planning Agreement. If the offer is made by way of a draft Planning Agreement under the
EP&A Act, Council will require the agreement to be entered into and performed via a condition
in the development consent. Planning Agreements shall address the matters included in the
EP&A Act and EP&A Regulation.

2.19.3 Valuation of offers
The value of works offered as works in kind is the Attributable Cost of the works (or a proportion
of the Attributable Cost if the offer involves providing only part of a work) indexed in accordance
with the provisions of this plan.
The Attributable Cost of works will be used in the calculation of the value of any offset of
monetary contributions required under this plan.
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The value of any other kind of material public benefit will be determined by a process agreed to
between the Council and the person making the offer at the time the Development Application is
being prepared.
Credit for material public benefits will not be given over and above the relevant contributions
liabilities for any development.

2.20 Accountability and access to information
Council is required to comply with a range of financial accountability and public access to
information requirements in relation to community infrastructure contributions. These are
addressed in Divisions 5 and 6 of Part 4 of the EP&A Regulation and include:



maintenance of, and public access to, a contributions register;



maintenance of, and public access to, accounting records for contributions receipts and
expenditure;



annual financial reporting of contributions; and



public access to contributions plans and supporting documents.

The register is available for inspection by any person at Council’s offices free of charge at any
time during normal office hours.

2.21 Review of plan without the need for public exhibition
This plan with supporting information will be subject to regular review by Council, so as to:



monitor development trends and income received by the plan.



ensure that contributions rates reflect actual costs incurred by the plan.



enable alteration to the works schedule if development rates differ from original
expectations.

Pursuant to clause 32(3) of the EP&A Regulation, Council may make certain minor adjustments
or amendments to the plan without prior public exhibition and adoption by Council. Minor
adjustments could include minor typographical corrections, amendments to rates resulting from
changes in the published indexes adopted by this plan (see clause 2.14).

2.22 Savings and transitional arrangements
A Development Application which has been submitted prior to the adoption of this plan but not
determined shall be determined in accordance with the provisions of the contributions plan or
plans which applied at the date of submission of the application.
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3.0

Infrastructure
demands,
contributions calculations

works

programs

and

This Part of the contributions plan describes:



The expected future development in CURA-A that will generate a demand for the Local
Infrastructure included in this plan.



The works program Council proposes to deliver to meet some, but not all, of the Local
Infrastructure demands, including location, costs and staging details.



The formulas for calculating reasonable monetary contributions that are authorised by this
plan to be imposed on CURA-A developments.

3.1

Council’s role in facilitating development and infrastructure

Council has an obligation to ensure that development, and the infrastructure that supports that
development, occurs in a logical and integrated manner.
As part of its charter the Council is required ‘to provide directly or on behalf of other levels of
government, after due consultation, adequate, equitable and appropriate services and
facilities for the community and to ensure that those services and facilities are managed
efficiently and effectively’ (section 8, Local Government Act 1993).
The objects of the EP&A Act (section 5) include the following:



To encourage the promotion and co-ordination of the orderly and economic use and
development of land



To encourage the provision of land for public purposes



To encourage the provision and co-ordination of community services and facilities

Council’s obligations are executed through the land zoning and development application
processes. Arrangements for the provision of infrastructure that is required to support a new
development are dealt with through the Consent Authority (usually the local council) imposing
conditions of Development Consent on the subdivision of land.
For example, Development Consents for land subdivisions include conditions requiring the
developer to construct access roads and drains to the Council’s standard designs and
specifications and hand them over to Council after an appropriate defects liability period.
Another example is developments that generate demands for open space and recreation
facilities may be required by a condition of Development Consent to make a contribution of
money or the dedication of land for these purposes.

3.2

The delivery approach for CURA-A infrastructure

The CURA-A development will require a range of infrastructure, including Local Infrastructure.
Council's preferred approach is that infrastructure internal to the development should, in
general, be provided in association with future development, rather than being incorporated into
Council's infrastructure planning and budgeting programs.
Most infrastructure to serve the CURA-A development will be delivered directly by the developer
through Development Consent conditions imposed on individual developments. Infrastructure
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such as water and sewer headworks and reticulation, local roads and collector roads, street
lighting, energy and telecommunications networks, drainage schemes, footpaths and bus
shelters will be provided in this way.
There is some Local Infrastructure in CURA-A the demand for which is shared across all of the
expected developments in CURA-A. This includes certain road and traffic works, a district park,
a major recreation facility and a community facility listed in this contributions plan. It would be
unreasonable for the Consent Authority to require a single developer to provide these items.
The Local Infrastructure included in this plan will be delivered by the Council using contributions
of land or money, or both, from the individual developments in CURA-A. Alternatively,
developers of land in CURA-A may enter into agreements to deliver particular infrastructure
items on the Council’s behalf.
This contributions plan is concerned with the latter mode of delivering Local Infrastructure in the
CURA-A development – i.e. section 94 contributions under the EP&A Act.
The remainder of this part of the contributions plan describes this Local Infrastructure and its
relationship to the expected CURA-A development.

3.3

Expected development in CURA-A

The Cumbalum Urban Release Area is located approximately 7.5 kilometres northwest of
Ballina and 5.5 kilometres west of Lennox Head.
The CURA-A development area has an area of approximately 228 hectares.

1

This contributions plan has been prepared at the same time as the CURA-A land was rezoned
to permit its development for mainly low to medium density residential purposes. However, only
about a third of the area is developable for these purposes. Parts of the CURA-A not suited to
urban development are zoned for either rural or environmental protection zones reflective of the
2
various environmental attributes applicable to those areas.
CURA-A’s urban zoned land may be developed for residential allotments with a minimum size
of 450 square metres.
It is estimated that the CURA-A development area will ultimately accommodate 820 residential
dwellings on 77 developable hectares of land, potentially in three stages. It is possible that the
estimated dwelling yield will change over time. In this case, Council will update this plan and its
contribution rates to reflect the changed assumption.
Details of the estimated dwelling yield in CURA-A by stage are shown in Table 3.1.
A map showing the key features of the expected development in CURA-A and its staging is
shown as Figure 3.1.

1

Ballina Shire Council (2011), Cumbalum Urban Release Area Infrastructure Delivery Plan, page 3

2

Ballina Shire Council (2013), Cumbalum Ridge – Precinct A Planning Proposal – October 2013 (formerly Amendment
105 to Ballina LEP 1987), page 7
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Table 3.1

CURA-A expected development
Expected
dwellings

Percentage yield

Net developable
area (ha)

Net residential
density (dw/ha)

1

455

55

40.3

11-12

2

245

27

20.53

11-12

3

120

18

15.95

7-8

TOTAL

820

100

76.78

10-11

Stage

Source: Ballina Shire Council

Note: Locations of proposed parks and roads are indicative
Source: Ballina Shire Council

Figure 3.1

Development Staging Plan

The estimated resident population of CURA-A at full development is 2,214 persons, based on
3
an assumed dwelling occupancy rate of 2.7 persons per dwelling.
The CURA-A development will likely proceed in a south to north direction from the Ballina
Heights Estate (i.e. Stage 1 to Stage 3), reflecting the likely cost-efficiencies to be achieved by
augmenting the existing water and sewer carriers and extending the existing access roads in
Ballina Heights to the south.
It is expected that CURA-A development will occur prior to, or concurrently with, CURA-B
development to the north.
3

Ibid. p4
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3.4

Local Infrastructure required to meet the expected development

3.4.1 Overview
Council in 2011 prepared the Cumbalum Urban Release Area Infrastructure Delivery Plan (or
4
IDP). The IDP addresses the infrastructure requirements, commitments and expectations that
relate to future development of the entire Cumbalum Urban Release Area which includes
CURA-A, CURA-B, Ballina Heights Estate and Summerhill Crescent development areas.
This plan seeks to implement components of the IDP – i.e. the Local Infrastructure needed to
serve CURA-A development and that it is unreasonable for a single developer to be required to
provide.
The schedule of land and works to meet the expected development in CURA-A, including their
estimated costs and staging, is included as Appendix A. Maps showing the indicative location of
the proposed Local Infrastructure are also included in Appendix A.
The IDP considered a proposal to upgrade Sandy Flat Road to provide a relief route for CURAA and CURA-B traffic accessing the Pacific Highway. Council has decided that the access route
from CURA-A to the playing fields is a higher priority project worthy of inclusion in this
contributions plan.

3.4.2 CURA-B infrastructure arrangements
Development in CURA-B will meet its Local Infrastructure demands through development
contributions included in a Planning Agreement that has been entered into between the Council
and the CURA-B land owners.
Items to be delivered through the CURA-B agreement, and relevant to the infrastructure
required in connection with the CURA-A development, include:



Southern playing fields



North-South link road (immediately north of the proposed CURA-A playing fields)



Ross Lane / Pacific Highway intersection upgrade

This plan includes land and works that complement these CURA-B facilities.

3.4.3 Roads nexus and apportionment
This plan authorises contributions to be imposed on development for the provision of the
following road works:



CURA-A playing fields access roads located north of Sandy Flat Road (which is also an
extension of the CURA-B North-South link road)



Upgrade of the Ross Lane / Pacific Highway intersection

CURA-A development will also generate demand for Shire-wide roads facilities. Contributions
for these facilities are addressed by a separate contributions plan (i.e. Ballina Shire Roads
Contributions Plan 2010).

4

Ballina Shire Council (2011), Cumbalum Urban Release Area Infrastructure Delivery Plan
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(a) Playing fields access roads
The proposed new roads comprise land and works for a road to connect the CURA-A
development areas with the playing fields located in the north of the site.
The roads have been included for the following reasons:



The roads would be beyond the responsibility of a single developer.



The roads are required to enable residents of the development to access the shared
recreation facilities that are required by those same residents.

The IDP determined that the proposed roads will be of collector or sub-arterial standard and
have a carriageway width of 11 metres.
The proposed road is on land that is not in Council’s ownership. Consequently this contributions
plan includes provision for the acquisition of the land required for the road.
All CURA-A land developers will be accountable for all of the land and works costs of the
proposed roads.
In preparing this contributions plan, Council considered having the entire north-south road link
to the northern termination of Ballina Heights Drive delivered via section 94 contributions. In an
effort to contain contributions and therefore development costs, and to provide the critical piece
of road to connect residents to the playing fields, only the northern part of the link has been
included in this plan. The remaining part of the link will be provided by developers of land
through conditions of consent.
All other roads in the CURA-A development will be provided by developers as part of the
residential subdivision of the land (i.e. through conditions of consent).

(b) Ross Lane / Pacific Highway intersection
The contributions plan also authorises contributions to be imposed on development for the
following works identified in the IDP:



Ross Lane Interchange east and west roundabouts – additional lane



Ross Lane Interchange overpass bridge - duplication

5

The contribution rate reflects the results of a traffic model that has estimated the future level of
traffic that will pass through the intersection and which will be generated by CURA-A
development. Consistent with the model results, CURA-A development will be accountable for
2% of the traffic, and will therefore make an apportioned contribution of 2% of the total cost of
works.
As part of the preparation of the CURA-A planning proposal, Roads and Maritime Services
advised that ‘the designs of future works at the Ross Lane and Cumbalum interchanges do not
include the duplication of the lanes or roundabouts, and that these upgrade works will be
6
required at appropriate staging in association with any future development.’

5

Ballina Shire Council (2011), Cumbalum Urban Release Area Infrastructure Delivery Plan, p19

6

Ballina Shire Council (2013), op cit, page 14
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3.4.4 Open space and recreation nexus and apportionment
This plan authorises contributions to be imposed on development in the CURA-A for the
provision of open space land and works, that is:



Land and works required for a playing fields facility



Dedication / acquisition of land for a district park



Embellishment of the district park

Appendix I of the IDP identifies the standards upon which the proposed provision of CURA-A
open space and recreation facilities are based. The standards are reproduced in Appendix A of
this plan.
CURA-A development will also generate demand for regional recreation facilities. Contributions
for these facilities are addressed under a separate contributions plan (i.e. Ballina Shire
Contributions Plan 2008).

(a) Playing fields and courts
The IDP concluded that both the CURA-A and CURA-B development would require the
provision of an outdoor recreation facility comprising ‘playing fields, outdoor courts and
amenities for Precinct A and B adjacent to each other to the north of Sandy Flat floodway on the
northern end of Lot 150 DP755684 (Barlow’s property – Precinct A) and Lot 19 DP873873
7
(Lynn’s property – Precinct B) respectively.’
The CURA-A playing fields will be sited in a location adjacent to the proposed CURA-B playing
fields and courts. Individual recreation components will be planned in an integrated facility on a
site that will straddle both precincts.
The IDP recommends that the combined CURA-A / CURA-B active recreation facility comprise
the following:



A total facility land area of about 15 hectares



District playing fields



6 tennis courts in a cluster



6 netball courts in a cluster



Amenities buildings for the playing fields and the courts facilities



Skate park



Community garden



Community hall



Pre School / extended day care

Contributions from CURA-B development are addressed by the CURA-B planning agreement,
and will be applied toward infrastructure provided within the CURA-B development area.
Council has identified that the CURA-A development will be responsible for the following
components of the joint precinct facility:

7

Ibid. p40
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Acquisition of a site for the playing fields (4 hectares)



Site preparation including clearing and fill



Playing fields generated by CURA-A development based on the provision standards in
Appendix A (i.e. 2.65 fields)



Outdoor courts generated by CURA-A development based on the provision standards in
Appendix A (i.e. 2.65 courts)



Car parking spaces based on the provision standards in Appendix A



Cost of floodlighting of the fields and courts



Amenities block (300 square metres)



Access road to the facility

CURA-A development will meet the cost of the above facilities in a combined CURA-A / CURAB sporting facility.
Access from the CURA-A development to the proposed CURA-A playing fields / courts will be
via a new road leading to Sandy Flat Road. This new road will also link to the proposed NorthSouth link road being provided under the CURA-B planning agreement.
The proposed playing fields / courts are proposed to be provided by the time that around 600
dwellings in CURA-A are created.

(b) Local and district parks
The IDP requires ‘local parks’ to be provided at the rate of 0.33 hectares per 1,000 residents,
each with a minimum size of 2,000 square metres containing a range of embellishments. This
plan does not include provision for local parks. It is proposed that local parks will be provided by
CURA-A developers as part of their subdivision approvals.
District parks land and works are addressed by this contributions plan. The IDP requires ‘district
parks’ to be provided at the rate of 0.5 hectares per 1,000 residents, each with a minimum size
of 1 hectare containing a range of embellishments.
These requirements have been adapted to the particular opportunities and constraints of the
CURA-A development, such that CURA-A will require 1 district park with an area of at least 1
hectare.
The district park minimum area is exclusive of any area containing native or bushland
vegetation. Land containing bushland and native vegetation may also be dedicated to Council
by agreement, in accordance with the requirements of the DCP.
The general location of district park in CURA-A has been identified in the DCP. The district park
is proposed to be provided by the time that around 500 dwellings in CURA-A are created.
Subdivision developments in the CURA-A will provide local parks, district parks and other open
space in accordance with the minimum standards set out in the DCP. Land proposed to be
dedicated to Council as open space or any other public purpose must be identified in the plans
for the subdivision of the land submitted with the subdivision DA.
The process for provision of local and district open space by subdividers of land in the CURA-A
will be as follows:
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Open space lands shall generally be provided in the locations for open space shown in the
DCP.



The developer will discuss any proposal for dedication of local and district open space with
Council staff prior to the lodgement of DA plans.



The DA subdivision plans will note the location of the proposed open space land to be
dedicated free of cost.



Should Council be satisfied that the proposed open space land meets its standards and
should the DA be approved, conditions of consent will be attached to the approval requiring
the open space land to be embellished to Council’s standards, and be dedicated free of
cost to Council following completion of a suitable maintenance period.



The monetary section 94 contributions imposed on the DA approval for the subdivision will
be adjusted to take account of the value of the open space included in this plan that is
dedicated and / or embellished by the developer.

3.4.5 Community facilities nexus and apportionment
This contributions plan authorises contributions to be imposed on development in the CURA-A
for the provision of land and works for a community hall.
The size of the proposed facility is based on the provision standards contained in the IDP – i.e.
105 square metres of gross floor area per 1,000 population with a minimum size of 250 square
metres.
2

The CURA-A community hall will be located on a 1,000m site in the development, adjacent to
proposed district park.
Consistent with the IDP, the facility will have the following attributes:



250 square metres gross floor area, with an auditorium size of approximately 170 square
metres



A meeting hall, which is able to be divided into two separate spaces, suitable for activities
of local



At least 2 offices for groups or visiting services



A capability for use for vacation and after-school care (including play areas)�



Kitchen, storage and amenities



Access for the disabled

A parking area for 15 vehicles will be provided with the facility.
The community hall is proposed to be provided by the time that around 450 dwellings in CURAA are created.
CURA-A development will also generate demand for Shire-wide community facilities.
Contributions for these facilities are addressed by a separate contributions plan (i.e. Ballina
Shire Contributions Plan 2008).
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3.5

How will the Local Infrastructure included in this plan be delivered?

Council and Accredited Certifiers will require section 94 contributions for development proposed
to be carried out on land affected by this plan that will or is likely to require the provision of or
increase the demand for Local Infrastructure identified in Council’s contributions plans.
The contributions will generally be in the form of monetary contributions, although where the
Consent Authority is the Council or a planning panel, contributions of land may be required
instead of or in addition to monetary contributions.
Developers may choose to provide, subject to the agreement of the Council, Local Infrastructure
identified in this plan as works-in-kind or provide another type of material public benefit as
means of satisfying a section 94 contribution requirement. If the contribution is proposed to be
satisfied in this manner, the developer must comply with the other relevant provisions of this
plan, particularly clause 2.19.
The works schedules included in this plan are based on strategic information. Locations of Local
Infrastructure shown in Appendix A are indicative. It is likely that, as the planning and
development of the CURA-A proceeds, modified and more cost-effective infrastructure solutions
that still meet the CURA-A planning objectives will be developed. These solutions may be
implemented by developers negotiating to undertake the work through a planning agreement, a
material public benefit agreement, or through Council amending this plan to include details of
the modified works.

3.6

How were the Local Infrastructure costs derived?

The costs of Local Infrastructure works proposed to be delivered under this plan have been
estimated using:



Costs published in Local Infrastructure Benchmark Costs published by the Independent
Pricing and Regulatory Tribunal (IPART) in April 2014.



Costs provided by Council officers (for example, fill estimates for the playing fields).



Costs provided by GHD consultants for the Ross Lane interchange works.

The costs of the land required for Local Infrastructure have been estimated by a registered
valuer appointed by the Council.
At the time this plan was made, the position of the Australian Taxation Office was that the
payment of development contributions made under the EP&A Act is exempt from the Goods
and Services Tax (GST). As a result, items in the works schedule of this plan have been
calculated without any GST component.

3.7

Formulas for determining contribution rates

The Local Infrastructure Contribution rate is calculated by dividing the cost of providing the
facilities by the total number of units of demand generating the need for the infrastructure.
The standard unit of demand used for calculating contributions in CURA-A is residential lots.
The contribution rate is calculated using the following formula:
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$Land + $Works
Contribution per additional residential lot or dwelling ($ ) =
D
Where:
$Land =

the estimated costs of the acquisition of land required for Local Infrastructure
included in this plan.

$Works =

the estimated costs of the Local Infrastructure works required by CURA-A
development and included in this plan.

D=

the total expected demand for the Local Infrastructure included in this plan,
expressed in residential lots / dwellings (i.e. 820).
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Cumbalum Urban Release Area Precinct A
Section 94 Contributions Plan
Infrastructure Schedule

Ref

Local Infrastructure item

Source

Rate

Unit

Required

Total ($)

Playing Fields and Courts
LA1
PF

Land acquisition for playing field land
Playing fields and courts construction:
Construction -Fill
Construction - including turfing marking and posts
Construction of 100m access road
Floodlighting -sports fields
Floodlighting -tennis / netball courts
Construction -netball / tennis courts
Car Parking
Amenities
Site clearing

Opteon
Council
IPART
IPART
IPART
IPART
IPART
IPART
IPART
IPART

item

$72,000

$58
$2,231
$149,425
$62,550
$112,500
$6,300
$2,196
$3.81

m3
m2
lin m
field
court
court
space
m2
m2

35
25000
100
2.65
2.65
2.65
100
300
25000

Sub Total
Contingency - on construction

$200,000
$1,450,000
$223,100
$395,976
$165,758
$298,125
$630,000
$658,800
$95,250
$4,189,009

IPART

20%

$823,402

Total

$5,012,411

District Parks
LA2

Land acquisition for district park (west)

DP

Embellishment of the district park:
2.5m wide shared cycleway/pedestrian footpath
Site clearance - clearance of vegetation
Soft surfaces - turfing
Softfall
Play equipment
Play equipment installation - installation of playground
equipment with a PC Sum value of up to $20,000
Park furniture - seating - Aluminium frame; aluminium slats;
back support
Park furniture - picnic sets - Fixed table; aluminium slats; no
back support
Park furniture - bins - Steel bin enclosure; single
Park furniture - BBQs - Double plate; covered
Park furniture - drinking fountains - Single unit
Park furniture - taps
Shade structures
Amenity block - < 50m2

Opteon

$71.50

10000

$715,000

IPART
IPART
IPART
IPART
PC sum

$669
$3.81
$82
$246
$20,000

m
m2
m2
m2
each

100
10000
9000
525
3

$66,900
$38,100
$738,000
$129,150
$60,000

IPART

$7,729 each

3

$23,187

IPART

$3,844 each

6

$23,064

4
4
2
2
6
300
100

$19,876
$14,848
$31,410
$14,272
$21,492
$67,200
$219,600

IPART
IPART
IPART
IPART
IPART
IPART
IPART

$4,969
$3,712
$15,705
$7,136
$3,582
$224
$2,196

Sub Total
Contingency - on construction
Total

each
each
each
each
each
m2
m2

$2,182,099
IPART

20%

$293,420
$2,475,519

Ref

Local Infrastructure item

Source

Rate

Unit

Required

Total ($)

Community Facilities

LA3
CC

Land acquisition
Construction of community centre:
Building
Car Parking

Opteon

item

IPART
IPART

$71,500
$3,270 m2
$6,300 space

250
15

Sub Total
Contingency -on construction

$817,500
$94,500
$983,500

IPART

15%

$136,800

Total

$1,120,300

Road works

LA4
R1
R2

Land acquisition for playing fields access road north of Sandy
Flat Road
Construction of playing fields access road north of Sandy Flat
Road
Box Culverts

Opteon
IPART
IPART

item

$13,500
$3,631 lin m
$1,778 each

400
60

Sub Total
Contingency - on construction

$1,452,400
$106,680
$1,572,580

IPART

20%

$311,816

Total

$1,884,396

Pacific Highway road works
Source

Estimated
total costs

Precinct A Apportionment
%

PH
PH

Ross Lane Interchange -Roundabouts
Ross Lane Interchange - Overbridge

Council
Council

Total

Total for all local infrastructure attributable to Precinct A development

$3,100,000
$7,800,000

Cost
2%
2%

$62,000
$156,000
$218,000

$10,710,625
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